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By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
Some members of Eastern’s faculty have
expressed concern over the recent attempt to
decertify the faculty union that serves as a col-
lective bargaining agent for its members.
Mathematics professor Max Gerling recent-
ly filed a petition with the Illinois Educational
Labor Relations Board in an attempt to decerti-
fy Eastern’s chapter of the University
Professionals of Illinois. Gerling said he collect-
ed 142 signatures on the petition which requires
30 percent of the 445 members of the bargain-
ing unit to sign the position.
Some members of the faculty said they are in
support of the union and do not want to see it
decertified.
Duane Broline, mathematics professor and
member of the union, said he thinks the union
provides faculty members with a forum to deal
with administrators.
“I think it (the union) provides us with a uni-
fied voice in our dealings with the administra-
tion,” Broline said. “I would rather have a union
on campus.”
Martin Hardeman, associate professor of
history and union member, said the union pro-
vides the faculty with a “stable forum for dis-
cussion between the administration and faculty.”
He said the union has played a role in nego-
tiating faculty salaries and retirement packages.
Hardeman said if the union is decertified he
does not think it will have an immediate effect
on faculty members but he does think it will dis-
rupt their lives.
“I don’t see an immediate effect (of decerti-
fying the union), but it will complicate the lives
of the faculty,” he said. “It will just be a compli-
cating factor.”
The union has provided faculty members
with a lot of benefits, said Gail Mason, speech
Faculty members express views on necessity of union
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Justin “Jay” Boulay, 21, of St. Charles, escorted by Public Defender Lonnie Lutz, enters the Coles County Courthouse Tuesday after-
noon for day one of his trial. Boulay stands charged with two counts of first-degree murder, which both carry a sentence of 20 to 60
years in prison.
By Nicole Meinheit
Staff editor
Andrea Will had attempted to end her dating relationship
with her ex-boyfriend for three months prior to her death,
her mother testified Tuesday against the former Eastern stu-
dent charged with her daughter’s murder.
Patricia Will testified she had had conversations with
Justin “Jay” Boulay, 21, of St. Charles, in October. He has
asked her why the relationship with Miss Will was not
working.
“I asked him to let her go,” Patricia Will said. “I said that
he was a couple of years older than she was and had expe-
rienced things in life she had not had the opportunity to, and
she needed to grow.”
When Miss Will came home for Thanksgiving break, the
break-up was more definite than it had been before, Patricia
Will said.
She did not recall Boulay and Miss Will seeing each
other over Thanksgiving break, but when Miss Will came
home for Christmas she received many calls from Boulay.
On Dec. 18, 1997, Boulay came over to the Will house
and he and Miss Will talked privately. Throughout their
Relationship
between Will,
Boulay focus
of testimony
Day one of murder trial brings
Andrea Will’s mother to stand
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor
Mike Hansen, student vice pres-
ident for financial affairs, today
will face two articles of removal
from his position for pleading
guilty to battery and illegal con-
sumption of alcohol.
Senate members Monday issued
a petition to Hansen notifying him
of his trial which will be held at 7
p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Bill Gruen, speaker of the
Student Senate, said the fliers that
were posted around campus in sup-
port of Hansen is what prompted
the removal process.
“(Posting fliers) definitely was
not a good idea,” Gruen said. “It’s
what set (the petition process) off.”
The fliers in support of Hansen
read: “Why hold students to a high-
er standard than the President of the
United States, support Mike
Hansen VP Financial Affairs.”
Gruen said key senate members
saw the fliers and decided it was
time to start the petition process.
“In my opinion (the petition)
was a direct result of the fliers,”
Gruen said.
Hansen received notice of the
trial 48 hours in advance by regis-
tered mail, which complies with the
Student Senate’s bylaws.
Hansen was arrested Dec.12 for
allegedly shoving a peace officer,
leaving the scene of a crime and
underage drinking.
The petition to remove Hansen
was signed by five senate managers
who will be helping with the prose-
cution. The five members include:
Melissa Girten, Matt Layette, Karla
Grossi, Justin Brinkmeyer and Will
Brooks. Girten will lead the senate
managers in presenting the prose-
cution’s side.
The first article of removal
states, “(Hansen’s) recent guilty
plea to battery and minor consump-
tion does not fit the high standards
of conduct that Student
Government officials are held to.”
“We have to assume he is guilty
because he pled guilty,” Gruen said.
The second article against
Hansen responds to “total disregard
Senate to vote today on removal of Hansen
Student Senate members today
will hold a trial to possibly remove
the Student Vice President for
Financial Affairs Mike Hansen.
The meeting will be held at 7
p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Speaker of the Senate Bill Gruen
said the Hansen’s trial will consume
a majority of the meeting.
Hansen was brought to trial in
the senate after five senate members
signed a petition for his removal. 
In other business, senate mem-
bers will discuss a motion that urges
the “academic area” to ensure that
students have access to such infor-
mation via the Academic Advise-
ment and Learning  Assistance
Center. 
Senate member Melissa Girten
said this motion lets professors
know that they have an additional
concern about employment of the
students. Gruen said this motion
will most likely be tabled for the
purpose of the trial.
Gruen also said the committee
reports and the executive reports
will be suspended for the purpose of
the trial.
Trial to lead meeting
See BOULAY Page 2
See FACULTY Page 2
See HANSEN Page 2
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communications professor and mem-
ber of the union.
“I think it (the union) is very ben-
eficial in terms of the whole process
for faculty,” Mason said. “It protects
us.”
She said the union has been able to
protect faculty member’s rights as
well as the role of favoritism among
the faculty.
One of the problems with the
union is many people do not under-
stand the role of the union for faculty
members, Mason said.
“I have a feeling there are some
misconceptions of what the union
does and how it helps us,” she said.
Chris McCormick, psychology
professor and member of the union,
said the union has played a role in
increasing salaries and establishing
guidelines for credit units for faculty
members.
“I feel as though the faculty has
made progress particularly in terms of
salary and credit for that goes to the
team from the union,” McCormick
said. “I’m happy with the union and
the services they provide.”
She said if the union is decertified
she would consider it a loss.
Jeff Boshart, associate professor of
art and union member, said he is in
favor of keeping a union on campus
because of the stability it provides the
faculty with.
“I would rather keep the union on
campus. Right now I just want the sta-
bility of leaving this thing alone until
we get settled with the new presi-
dent,” Boshart said. “This is not a
good time for me personally to deal
with a lot of instability.”
Newton Key, associate professor
of history and union member, said he
thinks the union is important to facul-
ty members but has room for
improvement.
“Yes, I think the union is vitally
important, but the union, as it is, can
be revised and improved,” Key said.
Key said the union has helped fac-
ulty members with legal protection
and collective bargaining.
Other members of the faculty have
said they would like to take this
opportunity to open the idea of the
union to discussion about what
improvements could be made so it
better serves the faculty.
Kathleen Bower, assistant profes-
sor of geology and geography and
union member, said she is in favor of
using this time to discuss the union
and the services it provides.
“I’d like to find out people’s opin-
ions and the pros and cons (of the
union),” Bower said. “I think it should
be open to discussion.”
The union has not been represent-
ing the entire faculty, said Keith
Wolcott, mathematics professor and
union member who signed the decer-
tification petition.
“I feel (the union is) representing a
small segment of the faculty instead
of the entire faculty,” Wolcott said.
Wolcott said he is in favor of tak-
ing this time to discuss the union.
“What I think is important is that
we have an intelligent discussion
about the issues involved,” he said.
Giles Henderson, a chemistry pro-
fessor who is not in the union, said he
is opposed to the concept of the
union.
“I guess at a personal level I’m
philosophically opposed to union rep-
resentation of Ph.D. faculty,”
Henderson said. “I’ve never support-
ed the idea of a union.”
He said although he is not a mem-
ber of the faculty union at Eastern, he
does not think the union has done that
good of a job of representing the fac-
ulty with salaries because Eastern fac-
ulty members have the lowest salaries
in the state and are among the lowest
in the country.
“I can’t see those being well spent
dollars,” Henderson said.
If the Illinois Educational Labor
Relations Board is able to verify the
signatures on the position an election
will be held within 30 to 45 days so
faculty members can decide if they
still want a union on campus to repre-
sent them.
If an election is held, all members
if Unit A faculty, which includes
tenured and tenure-track faculty, will
be able to vote on the question of
whether a faculty union should exist
on campus.
“Faculty would have only two
choices in the election: whether they
want UPI to continue to represent
them or not. There are no other choic-
es. If the ‘no’ votes prevail, there will
be no contract, no grievance proce-
dure and no voice in the state
Legislature,” said Susan Kaufman,
president of Eastern’s chapter of UPI,
in  press release.
Unit B faculty, which includes
annually contracted faculty and acad-
emic support professionals, are not
threatened by the petition.
Faculty
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that (Hansen has) shown for the impact that (his)
actions have on Student Government.”
Gruen said he will be the mediator in the trial.
“I’m completely unbiased, neither for Mike
(Hansen) or the senate for the reasons of the
hearing,” he said.
Gruen said it is in the best interest of the sen-
ate if they go through the removal process now.
“The (Apportionment Board) budgets are a
big reason why we’re doing this now instead of
later,” he said.
Hansen is the AB chair and the board is start-
ing the budget process for the five fee-funded
boards. Hansen plays a key role in determining
the budgets for the next academic year.
Gruen said the trial will be held in open ses-
sion but cautioned that there must be order in the
audience.
Senate bylaws state the removal process
should be conducted in closed session, but Gruen
said he will ask for a suspension of the bylaws to
allow for the open session trial.
Senate bylaws state the removal process shall
be the first order of business at the meeting.
Endorsers of the petition (or their representative)
and the individual in question (or representative)
shall be allowed to introduce their evidence on
the removal of the individual.
Opening statements may be presented by
either side. The endorser of the petition will
make the first statement and the defense will fol-
low.
Final arguments may be presented by either
side. The endorser of the petition will make the
first statement again.
The senate will consider the removal of the
individual according to rules governing debate
outlined in Robert’s Rules of Order—Newly
Revised.
At the end of the debate, senate members will
vote by roll call. Removal of Hansen will require
a two-thirds vote, which is 19 of the 29 mem-
bers.
Student Body President Steve Zielinski said if
Hansen is removed from his position, it will take
a day or two to appoint another student vice pres-
ident for financial affairs. Zielinski said he has
three appointees in mind to fill the position if it
becomes vacant.
“It will take a day or two to talk to them (the
possible appointees),” Zielinski said.
Zielinski said the removal would take effect
immediately if Hansen is removed from office.
“I’d expect his office to be cleared out by
Thursday evening (if he is removed from
office),” he said.
Hansen
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conversation her parents asked Miss
Will several times if she wanted
them to ask Boulay to leave, Patricia
Will said.
When 18-year-old Miss Will
returned from semester break to
Eastern, where she was a freshman
marketing major, she was still
receiving frequent phone calls from
Boulay.
“She was still trying to bring it to
an end,” Patricia Will said.
Miss Will continued to pursue
other interests and was meeting new
people.
“I spoke to her the night she died
and there was a boy,” Patricia Will
said. “She didn’t really know him
very well. She had met him at a
party and was very excited about it.”
On Feb. 3, 1998, the night Miss
Will died, Boulay had called her and
asked to to come over. He had want-
ed to give her a birthday card for her
Feb. 6 birthday, State’s Attorney
Steve Ferguson said in his opening
statements Tuesday afternoon in
Courtroom 3 of the Coles County
Courthouse. The trial will continue
at 9 a.m. today.
Tuesday was the first day of
Boulay’s bench trial, where he
stands charged with two counts of
first-degree murder – both carry a
sentence of 20 to 60 years in prison.
Lt. Hank Pauls of the Charleston
Police Department said Miss Will’s
body was found in the bedroom of
the apartment with the covers pulled
over her. She had no vital signs
when the police arrived, he said.
He later observed a small thin
line of bruising around Miss Will’s
neck. Sgt. Kevin Paddock of the
Charleston Police Department testi-
fied a white, man’s T-shirt with
blood stains, later identified as Miss
Will’s and Boulay’s blood, and a
pair of women’s underpants were
found in two trash bags outside of
Boulay’s apartment. Police officers
also observed fresh scratches on his
shoulders and arms.
A handwritten note left on the
kitchen table was also taken as evi-
dence. In his opening statements,
Ferguson said the note was
addressed to “whoever” and part of
it read, “We got into a fight over stu-
pid stuff. She told me about other
guys she was dating and I lost it. I
couldn’t let her go now.”
Lt. Pauls also testified Boulay
had requested an officer to go to his
residence at 114 1/2 Jackson Ave.
the morning of Feb. 3 to check on his
girlfriend. When police arrived at the
residence, they called out Miss
Will’s name and receiving no
answer, they used a key Marcy
Boulay provided to enter the apart-
ment.
Raymond Boulay testified his
oldest son answered the phone call
from  Boulay. His wife, Marcy
Boulay, talked with Boulay and told
her husband “our son needs us and
we need to go to Charleston.”
Upon Raymond and Marcy
Boulay’s arrival in Charleston,
Boulay was “very cold, very upset,”
Raymond Boulay said.
Boulay met his parents at the bot-
tom of the steps to his apartment and
told them to take him to Charleston’s
Square to talk.
At the Square, Raymond Boulay
asked Boulay if he was upset about
Miss Will. Boulay answered yes.
Raymond Boulay then asked if
Boulay had hurt her and he
answered “I don’t know.”
Raymond Boulay also testified
his son told him “She wasn’t mov-
ing, but I don’t know if I hurt her.”
Boulay had borrowed a car from
his downstairs neighbor, Brian
Graham, an Eastern physical educa-
tion major, to pick up Miss Will.
Graham testified Boulay told him
his girlfriend’s car had broken down
outside one of Eastern’s residence
halls and he needed to pick her up.
Patricia Will had previously testi-
fied Miss Will did not have a car on
campus.
Graham said Boulay was in a
good mood when he borrowed the
keys, and when he returned them.
Throughout the night, Graham said
he heard only a stereo in the early
morning hours.
Boulay
from Page 1
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By Joe Pople
Staff writer
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday will meet to dis-
cuss the possible addition of two
pre-calculus and calculus classes
as well as the forum for the follow-
ing week’s discussion of integrated
core classes.
The meeting will begin at 2
p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
CAA Chair Bill Addison said
the meeting will determine the
forum for the following week’s dis-
cussion.
“We’re going to hear from
(CAA members) Ron Wohlstein
and Mary Anne Hanner,” Addison
said. “They’ve been soliciting
comments from the faculty in rela-
tion to integrated core.”
Addison discussed the topic to
be addressed at the forum.
“They’re going to give the
forum for next week’s discussion.
They’ve (Hanner and Wolstein)
been doing what we call a
S.W.O.T. analysis, and what that
stands for is Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats (of the core classes),” he
said.
In addition to setting the forum,
the CAA members will hear dis-
cussion of the possible addition of
two math classes.
“We’ll be talking about a couple
of math courses,” Addison said.
The courses would be MAT
1430, which is pre-calculus and
calculus and MAT 1440C, which is
calculus.  CAA will be discussing
these two classes as possible addi-
tions to the schedule.
“We’re talking about adding
them (the courses).  They would be
a modification of existing courses,
but they would still be new cours-
es,” Addison said.  “They would
address a different audience of stu-
dents.”
CAA to discuss
calculus classes
Mandy Marshall / Staff photographer
Tree Snipper
Kate Wolfframm, senior zoology major, cuts a twig from a Pine tree outside of
Klehm Hall on Tuesday afternoon.The twig was for a “twig collection” in her den-
drology class.
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor
Plans for the campus improvements proposed in
fall 1996 are still underway and are in the process of
being completed.
Twelve items including: a food court, a 24 hour
computer lab, a debit card system, residence hall
internet access, a print center and a recycling system,
residence hall comfort and rejuvenation program,
recreation improvement, campus appearance
improvements, campus telephones, Health Services
expansion, a parking lot and improvements to the Fine
Arts building, were all included in the proposed
improvements.
Plans for the food court are currently being worked
out. The food court, which will be located underneath
the walkway in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union, will feature six different food stations for stu-
dents to choose from.
The food court will seat between 750 and 800 students.
Plans for the 24 hour computer lab, which will be
located in the former Gregg Triad dining service, are
scheduled to be completed near the end of the semester.
Bill Witsman, director of information systems and
technical support systems, said in the Jan. 14 issue of
The Daily Eastern News the lab should be completed
by the end of the semester or at the beginning of fall
semester.
The computer lab will have about 100 computers
for students to use.
The Panther card was brought to Eastern in fall of
1998. The card contains a small computer chip called
a “smart chip” on the face of the card, which allows
students to store money on their cards. 
Cash stored on the chip can be used in vending
machines, copiers, laundry facilities in residence
halls, on-campus merchants in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, the University Police
Department, Health Services and the Pharmacy, The
Daily Eastern News, Textbook Rental, the University
Theater, the Print Center, Booth Library, the
Telecommunications Office and Career Services.
Another item on the campus improvement list was
internet access to students in residence halls.
David Henard, associate vice president of informa-
tion technology services, previously said the network-
ing project is fairly complicated but the design is
almost completed. Henard said he hopes the project
will be completed by late fall semester  2001 or early
spring 2002.
The networking plans include adding voice cables,
data cables that offer 10 MBps switched ethernet and
one video cable per room.
Bill Schnakel, director of housing and dining ser-
vices, previously said information technology ser-
vices is still deciding which buildings will be
equipped with the networking capabilities first.
Twenty-seven buildings and 12 apartment complexes
will have cabling.
A Print Center and Recycling Center also was pro-
posed for the campus improvements.
“This project is in planning but design and con-
struction have not begun,” said Ted Weidner, director
of facilities planning and management in a written
statement.
The print and recycling centers will require an
expansion of the Central Warehouse near the facilities
planning and management center.
The residence hall comfort and rejuvenation pro-
gram included plans for central air conditioning in
Lincoln, Douglas, Ford, McKinney and Weller halls
and replacing windows in Lincoln and Douglas halls.
The air conditioning project began last summer
and was finished in Lincoln and Douglas halls at the
beginning of fall semester 1998. Windows also were
replaced in the two halls. 
In August, Schnakel said work on air conditioning
for Ford, McKinney and Weller halls is tentatively set
for summer 1999.
Recreation improvement also is scheduled for the
campus improvements. 
Becky Louis, building coordinator for the Student
Recreation Center, said a climbing wall was installed
in the Student Recreation Center in fall 1997. Plans
for a sauna and hot tub are still being discussed.
A Panther Trail also is part of the improvements.
“We have received guidance on where the paved
trail will be installed following the campus master
plan efforts,” Weidner said in a written statement. “We
hope to initiate this work soon.”
Campus appearance improvements scheduled
include: uniform signage for campus facilities; an
outdoor information center with campus maps, a pub-
licity board and a pavilion area; reparation of cracked
sidewalks and paving current worn areas; sow grass in
worn areas; fill holes in recreation fields and 20 park
benches with backs.
“These elements of the improvements project are
waiting for additional guidance and recommendations
from the campus master plan,” Weidner said in a writ-
ten statement. “When guidelines are approved we will
move forward with these elements of the project as
funds are available.”
Weidner said in a written statement 12 telephones
also were installed on campus last year. The locations
include the second floor of Booth Library, near the
bowling alley and on the second and third floors of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, in front of
the entrance of the Campus Recreation Center, the
Student Services Building and in Coleman Hall.
Expansion for the Health Services building and
improvements to the Fine Arts Building were origi-
nally included in the campus improvements but have
been altered because of the campus master plan
revealed to the campus Jan. 19.
“No plans have been put in place for these two
buildings yet,” Weidner said in a written statement.
“We have delayed some work in Health Services until
we know more about Fine Arts and the campus mas-
ter plan.”
An additional parking lot was the last item on the
list of campus improvements. A 200 to 250 space
parking lot was originally proposed for the campus,
but the number of spots was later reduced to 100. 
As of August, 37 spaces on the west side of
Buzzard hall were relocated and an additional two
spots were added to the rear of the building. The lot
also has 12 spaces for guests and volunteers at the
Tarble Arts Center.
In the same issue, Stephen Shrake, architect for the
physical plant, said the location of the 150 remaining
spots is unknown.
“We are looking at other places. We are trying to
get it worked in with our campus master plan,” he
said.
Campus improvements
still under construction
Victim angered by police
handling of incident
I am writing in regards to two previ-
ous articles printed in the Eastern News.
Being the victim of the articles entitled
“Student attacked at Campus Pond,” and
“Investigation dropped,” I feel I have the
right to express my opinion. I don’t
believe that this traumatizing incident has
been depicted accurately. An occurrence
such as this is difficult to deal with
despite the circumstances. At first, I was
reluctant to contact the police and when I
did, I feel some of my rights were violat-
ed. I was not informed that by simply
reporting an incident, all of my informa-
tion could be made public without my
consent. After being interrogated several
times, some members of campus police
made me feel like I had made a false
statement. I was told numerous times I
could drop the entire investigation by
stating I had made the story up. I was
even so much as questioned why there
was mud on my sweater, but not my
jeans. My physical appearance alone
should have indicated my statement was
true.
After reading the first article in the
paper, I was appalled. How could my
story sound so unfamiliar? The entire
article was one fabrication after another.
They even had the time of the incident
off by three hours. Basically, I felt like
the police report portrayed me to be
some kind of idiot. Since it was “neces-
sary” for the police to publish the infor-
mation, they could have at least attempt-
ed to stick to the facts rather than trying
to make the story more interesting.
Overall, I am obviously displeased
with the way everything was handled. I
should have felt secure enough to go to
the police with such a problem. I hope
that someone will be able to get their
story straight next time.
Jamie Louachai
sophomore special education major
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
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Seven months after the addition of plasticpop bottles in vending machines, stu-dents can finally recycle them in binsaround campus.
The physical plant has placed 200 green,
translucent containers around campus that
make recycling plastic from the new Pepsi
machines convenient for students.
The only problem with this system is only
No. 1 plastic can be recycled in the bins, which
is the type of plastic the Pepsi bottles use. But
there are at total of six other types of recyclable
plastic. 
However, this
small step will make a
big difference in the
amount of trash on
campus because stu-
dents can easily recy-
cle the bottles.
At the start of fall semester 1998, Eastern
signed a new vending machine contract with
Pepsi. Eastern previously had an agreement
with Coca Cola, but their contract expired dur-
ing the fall semester of 1998.
Throughout the time, the Coca Cola contract
was in effect on campus, it only served alu-
minum cans in its vending machines. The new
Pepsi machines offer the choice of plastic and
aluminum soda pop cans. 
Two groups on campus have worked to make
the implementation of the new bins possible.
Members of E.A.R.T.H. Club and the National
Residence Hall Honorary have contributed their
time to this cause. They petitioned for the bins
to be distributed as soon as the vending
machines showed up on campus.
Members of the E.A.R.T.H. Club and the
National Residence Hall Honorary take turns
picking up the plastic in the containers to be
recycled. 
This addition is a positive step to improve
recycling on campus and students should be
sure to use the containers and not pass them up
for a trash can.
Be Earth
friendly
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
Through all the changing scenes of life,
In trouble and in joy.
Nicholas Brady
Irish Anglican clergyman, 1659-1726
Recycle plastic
Eastern has placed plastic bot-
tle recycling containers around
campus and students should
make use of the convenient
addition.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
Come and knock on ourdoor ... We’ve been wait-ing for you.”
Three’s Company brings many
vivid characters to mind, especial-
ly Mr. Roper and Mr. Furley. And
that’s exactly what they were,
characters. These stubborn but
kindhearted landlords may have
screamed a lot about rent and
noise but everyone knew every-
thing would be fine at the end of
the show.
Too bad all relationships with landlords can’t be this way.
Many times complaints made by tenants turn into arguments
with landlords and your dream apartment or house ends up
being the money pit.
After living in two apartments and one house while going to
school, I have had my share of problems with landlords and
their negligence of repairs.
One year, school had not even started yet and the water
heater, conveniently located in my closet, sprung a leak. The
only time my closet was ever organized and my new school
clothes and shoes had to be fished out.
Renters should not be too upset if there are a few weird
looking bugs in the living room but rodents are another story.
From finding a rat in the kitchen to running from a bat in the
living room, uninvited animals inhibiting my living quarters has
been an ongoing tradition. 
Try falling asleep with a nest of birds living in the wall next
to your bed or stepping in the shower and finding a slug the
size of a small child smiling up at you.
Electricity. I think we can all agree it is a widely used com-
modity yet people have gotten along without it. Well, call me
spoiled, but maybe I have taken light and working plumbing
for granted. So maybe I was wrong to get upset about my elec-
tricity going out 32 times in one day. This is how a particular
landlord made me and my roommate feel one year.
Landlords. At once I get the image of an overweight man
dressed in suspenders and a yellowed undershirt standing over
a tenant who has faked falling down the stairs in hopes of not
paying the month’s rent.
But let me tell you, these people come in all shapes and
“disguises.” The nice elderly woman, the happy, perky woman,
the sharp-dressed man with a quick smile and even students
can be your landlord.
I have one message: Be wary of all of them. Not all of them
are money-hungry, lazy and conniving but many have the
advantage of tricking college stu-
dents who have no experience
with renting. And some have.
Many times I have felt helpless
because I thought all the landlords
who rented to students had some
secret way of weaseling out of
doing repairs or following up on
complaints. I also thought by
showing my parents the lease, all
would be well. I love and respect
my parents but they are not, by
any means, the best people to trust
with a lease.
I know for a fact I am not the only student on campus who
has been through this renter’s hell, but there is hope.There are
actions students can take in order to reside in a livable environ-
ment.
Steve Davis, student legal counsel, said an average of two or
three students a day come and talk to him about landlord con-
cerns. The advice doesn’t cost students a dime and even if a
case makes it to court, which it usually doesn’t, it still is free. 
If students have concerns regarding repairs, which Davis
said are the most common, he can make written contact with
the landlord and ask him or her to be more professional.
Students also can call the Charleston building inspector to
check if everything is in compliance with the Charleston build-
ing code. 
Leases are usually vague with the landlord’s repair duties so
Davis said students need to get everything the landlord promis-
es them in writing and not just in a verbal agreement.
Along with Davis’ advice, I have some of my own. First,
simply ask around. Many students rent or have rented an apart-
ment or house in Charleston and can tell you who or who not
to rent from. 
And second, if you are currently renting in Charleston, listen
to what the landlord tells students when giving a tour. If you
hear the landlord outright lie, wait until the landlord is out of
sight and warn the potential renters. This may seem kind of
shady but wouldn’t you want people to do the same for you?
Keep in mind landlords do not rent out apartments and
houses for the good of mankind, they do it to make money. So
as college students, keep these tips in mind and protect the little
money you have. 
Apartment hunters: read the fine print
“Try falling asleep
with a nest of birds
living in the wall next
to your bed or step-
ping in the shower
and finding a slug the
size of a small child
smiling up at you.”
Tammie Sloup
Associate News editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Tammie Sloup is a senior journalism major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cutes4@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school
and major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Letter policy
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Charleston
345-4743
FOR GREAT
CARRYOUT DEALS
NO LIMIT NO COUPON
NECESSARY
VALID FOR A
LIMITED TIME
21st & Charleston Ave.
P.O. Box 5
Mattoon, IL 61938
Phone: 1-888-258-8771
Fax: 217-235-6215
Limited time offers.  New 2-year contract required.
Activation fee applies.  Products may vary.  Partial
minutes rounded up.  Normal tolls, taxes and fees
apply to package and free mi nutes.  Credit and
other restrictions apply.  Free phone only at partici-
pating dealers.
Hurry up...
advertise with the Daily Eastern News!
By Dan Ochwat
Staff editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday dis-
cussed details of a possible Faculty
Development Center for faculty to
design and use as support for
growth in teaching activities.
“Let us now invest in our facul-
ty,” said Teshome Abebe, vice pres-
ident for academic affairs.
The development center is
designed to help develop the facul-
ty and respond to the needs and
changes of the curriculum and
retain faculty for a longer commit-
ment, Abebe said.
“I wish for the faculty to design
and implement (the development
center) because they will be the pri-
mary beneficiaries, and they could
have a feeling of ownership in the
Faculty Development Center,” he
said. 
Abebe presented to the senate a
preliminary, “visionary” outline
that included activities such as con-
sultation on teaching, videotaping
techniques to improve teaching,
sponsorship for seminars and con-
sultants on a consistent basis,
resource books, periodicals and
videos, instructional service centers
and places for faculty to go to when
issues become important. 
The development center would
have full technological services,
Abebe said, because faculty cannot
go and share a lab with the students.
“They need their own lab, espe-
cially in new technology learning,”
he said.
The center would not just help in
developing better teaching, but it
would also be a place for faculty to
conduct their own personal research
projects, Abebe said. 
Teachers have their own inter-
ests and projects and this could be a
place for faculty to use.
“Faculty development is an
important priority ... Faculty need
to keep abreast of the issues,”
Abebe said.
Abebe asked the senate mem-
bers to begin thinking of a compre-
hensive plan for the development
center, which would have one full
time director hired who would also
teach a course to be in contact with
the campus. There would also be a
one person support staff hired.
There is $180,000 planning
money open in the budget, and a
board needs to be arranged by
appointments from all of the col-
leges; the board would base a long
term plan to continually improve
the center, Abebe said.
This idea is not new and Abebe
has used information from a task
force formed in 1995 for the build-
ing of a development center. The
campus currently has faculty devel-
opment, but it has been underfund-
ed and unable to reach its full
potential, Abebe said.
The Faculty Senate members
also discussed the issue of assessing
student quality on campus through
the use of standardized tests.
The tests would display the stu-
dents ability of critical thinking as
well as ability in a writing compo-
nent.
Abebe said nothing will be done
until the opinions of members of
the campus community have been
collected.
Bill Addison, chair of the
Council on Academic Affairs, said
the assessment may include a criti-
cal thinking element, which would
be a standardized test created by the
Education Testing Services entitled
Tasks. The writing component
would be handled through a writing
portfolio containing samples of the
students writings over the years
studied at Eastern.
Senate member Charles Eberly
questioned the test’s ability to test
critical thinking outside the class-
room. 
Addison said the critical think-
ing test does not designate where
the thinking comes from and that he
would hope the student used both
outside learning and in-class learn-
ing on the test. The writing portfo-
lio, however, only displays in-class
learning.
Addison said some people like
the portfolio to display only in-class
participation because the writing
process involves rewriting and edit-
ing.
The Faculty Senate also
approved the election committee’s
candidate ballot for faculty elec-
tions, which will be held on March
24 and 25. 
On a lighter note, senate mem-
ber Gary Foster missed his first sen-
ate meeting in 10 years sitting
Faculty Senate.
Lacey Buidosik / Assoc. photo editor
Kids in class
Angie Badgley, a human development major graduate student, walks outside Klehm Hall Monday afternoon with area chil-
dren. Badgley and her class were walking with the children for their family and consumer sciences lab.
Faculty is asked
to create, support 
center to expand 
educational skills
Faculty Development Center to aid
professors in changing curriculum
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Great  Apartments
Now Leasing for 99-2000
* Balconies & Patios
* Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
* Furnished
* Laundry Facilities
* Central Air
* Reasonable utilities
* 24 hour maintenance
* Free off- street parking
* swimming pool and sun deck
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS
(ACROSS FROM CARMAN HALL)
2219 S. 9TH ST. APT#17 345-6000
Come Support
KAPPA DELTA’S
2ndAnnual Shamrock Project
Wednesday - Friday
March 3,4 & 5
Canshake @ Coleman, 
Walker’s & Wal-Mart
Proceeds go to the National Committee for the
Prevention of Child Abuse
509 Van Buren 345-2380
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iai’s
PIZZA
Wednesday
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Special
Every Wednesday
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and garlic bread.
345-3400
1600 Lincoln
in Charleston
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2 am on weekends
plus tax
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••
$1.99 $9.35
Large Two
Items
for the low
price of
TOP OF THE ROC
$2 
16oz.
Captain &
Coke
Presents...
Drink 
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ALL NIGHT!!
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These folks just got
done advertising
with the DAILY
EASTERN NEWS...
just look how elated they
are.  Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?
AIDS speaker will
share her story
Rae-Lewis Thornton has full-
blown AIDS and she has told her
story to Ted Koppel on
“Nightline,” talk show queen
Oprah Winfrey, the cover story
for Essence  magazine and now
the campus community of
Eastern Illinois University. 
“Thornton is talking about
living with AIDS. It is motiva-
tional speaking, learning to cope
and how to deal with (the dis-
ease) in a positive manner,” said
Greg DeKalb, lecture coordina-
tor for the University Board.
Thornton will speak at 7:30
p.m. Thursday in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union as part
of the Women’s History and
Awareness Month.
At the age of 23, Thornton
was diagnosed HIV positive and
uses her life story to teach stu-
dents. And the presentation is in
a positive manner, DeKalb said.
Audience members can
“learn how to gain better knowl-
edge of AIDS victims and help
them cope with their sickness,”
DeKalb said.
Thornton leads an ongoing
fight to educate and challenge
audience members to take con-
trol of their health and their
future, a press release said.
Her “Nightline” interview
was entitled, “Rae’s Story.” She
has been a part of many maga-
zine articles and she also worked
as a contributing editor for
WBBM-TV a CBS-owned tele-
inbrief
Campus vision station for which shehelped in a series of individualstories of people living with
AIDS. The piece won an Emmy
Award.
The lecture is sponsored by
the University Board and is host-
ed by DeKalb; the price is $1
admission for students with ID’s
and $3 for the general public.
By Dan Ochwat, activities editor
Presentation to give
tips on prosperity
The registration deadline for
“Debt-Free/Prosperous Living,” a
seminar sponsored by the School
of Adult and Continuing
Education at Eastern has been set
for Friday  March 5.
The presentation will feature
speaker Steven Welland, a certi-
fied financial independent con-
sultant, who will discuss how to
find the American dream, start a
monthly payment plan and learn
how to payoff all debts, which
includes paying off a mortgage in
five to seven years.
The presentation will run from
5:45 to 9 p.m. on March 10, in the
Paris Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The seminar also will discuss
a money-management system
that promises to eliminate all per-
sonal debt in the shortest time
possible, a press release said.
The seminar costs $39 per
individual participant and $45 for
a household couple; the cost
includes a comprehensive work-
book for participants to develop
their personal debt elimination
plan.
The presentation is being
directed by Pam Collins those
interested can contact Eastern’s
Office of Conferences and Non-
Credit Programs.
By Dan Ochwat, activities editor
By Matt Neistein
Staff writer
Eastern student Greg Thompson
delivered three milk jugs full of
aluminum can tab tops to the
Charleston McDonald’s Tuesday to
benefit the Springfield and St.
Louis Ronald McDonald Houses.
Thompson, a resident assistant
at Thomas Hall, along with RAs
Peter Gabel, Erica Hawkinson and
Jen Williams, coordinated a con-
test between Thomas Hall and
Andrews Hall to see who could
collect the most tabs. The contest
ran for the entire month of
February.
Thomas Hall won by collecting
more than 4,000 tabs, Gabel said.  
“The guys knew they could be
doing something good,” he said.
The project was initiated by
Thompson, who had participated
in a similar project last summer in
his hometown of Decatur.
“I wanted to do a community
service project and this seemed
like a good one to do,” he said.
Thompson enlisted the help of
the others, who also are RAs. 
He estimated that each milk jug
is worth $50 to $100, although
prices depend on local recyclers.
Angela Burgett, a spokesper-
son for the Ronald McDonald
House program, said the milk jugs
will be sent to Springfield to be
processed.
The Springfield Ronald Mc-
Donald house has become a
“home away from home” for many
Coles County residents who have
had seriously ill children hospital-
ized in Springfield, a press release
said.
The 400 residents of Thomas
Hall who donated the most tabs
will receive free drinks from the
Charleston McDonald’s, located at
12 W. Lincoln Ave.
Thomas Hall wins with 
3 jugs in ‘pop top’ contest
Proceeds go toward Ronald McDonald House
By Christy Kilgore
City editor
The Charleston City Council Tuesday approved a
proclamation declaring a National Multiple Sclerosis
Society Walk Day.
The walk, which will take place on April 17, will go
from the merchant building at the Coles County
Fairgrounds, on the north side of Charleston, down
Madison Avenue to the recreation trail where there will be
a one and a half mile, three mile or five mile walk for par-
ticipants.
Matt Schubert, student representative to the City
Council, said he hopes to garner interest in participation in
the walk from various Eastern groups, such as fraternities
and sororities.
In other business the City Council approved by consent
agenda:
n a resolution authorizing the First Mid-Illinois Bank and
Trust to use the services of the Federal Reserve of Chicago
for the custody of securities pledged to the city, and spec-
ifies the city officers designated to sign for the release of
such funds. The officers designated are the mayor, city
manager, city clerk and deputy clerk.
n a resolution stating the city’s willingness to participate
in the State of Illinois for HOME Single Family Owner-
Occupied Rehabilitation Program administered by the
Illinois Housing Development Authority.
n an ordinance amending an ordinance adding territory to
the enterprise zone for the Mattoon Rural King Supply,
Inc., north of Mattoon.
The council also approved an ordinance granting a
zoning variance to Mori Toosi, doing business as
Oakwood Homes for property at 3201 Stoner Drive.
In an add-on to the regular agenda the council
approved a resolution relating to the Route 130
Improvement Project that it had already approved in a pre-
vious session but had to be altered to Illinois Department
of Transportation specifications. 
City Attorney Brian Bower said there was certain lan-
guage that had to be altered to fit state requirements.
Mayor Dan Cougill said bids will be let in April and
June for the Route 130 project.
Bill Riebe, Charleston city manager, announced the
next meeting of the Charleston Comprehensive Plan
Committee will take place at 6:30 p.m. March 11.
City names day for multiple sclerosis
By Amy Thon
Staff editor
The five-month renovation of
the International House will be
complete this month as the
TRIO program and Telefund
resume normal business.
More than $250,000 was
spent on the renovations, which
began Nov. 20. Ted Weidner,
director of facilities, planning
and management, said the
International House, located on
Ninth Street, will house the
offices of Disability Services,
University Studies, TRIO,
Counseling Center, Telefund and
a Computer Training facility. 
The basement of the building
will be complete March 5, the
second floor March 11 and first
floor by April 8.
Weidner said both TRIO and
Telefund, located in the building
throughout the renovations, had
to relocate within the building
during construction.
“We have kept these moves to
a minimum so they could remain
operational as much as possi-
ble,” he said.
Ann Beck, director of TRIO,
said her office had to stay in
International House during the
renovations because there was
no other office space available.
“We’ve had to be flexible,”
Beck said. “We have gotten to
know all the carpenters and
plumbers.”
The TRIO program moved
around the International House
as the renovations were complet-
ed and Beck said they were
without restrooms for two
months.
“It has been, at times, very
inconvenient, but we survived,”
she said.
She said the TRIO offices are
complete and they are in their
permanent location on the sec-
ond floor now.
“Our offices are wonderful.
They are clean, they are painted
and we have carpeting,” she
said. “We’re delighted with the
renovations.”
The major changes included
modified restrooms, the installa-
tion of ramps on the exterior and
the replacement of some decay-
ing infrastructure, Weidner said.
The entire building will also
have air-conditioning when the
renovations are done. The first
floor of the building will be
handicap accessible.
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By Laura Irvine
Campus editor
Eastern’s scientific research society is
hosting its second annual banquet Friday to
induct 12 new members and to hear a lecture
from a psychologist.
The Sigma Xi society banquet will be held
at 6:30 p.m. Friday in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
“The banquet will provide an opportunity
for socializing among local scientists, col-
leagues, friends and other interested commu-
nity members,” said Betty Smith, assistant
professor of geology and geography and pres-
ident of Eastern’s Sigma Xi chapter.
Ray Hyman, professor emeritus of psy-
chology at the University of Oregon, will give
a speech at the banquet titled “How Smart
People Go Wrong.”
Smith said Hyman was chosen because he
was on a list of distinguished lecturers and
was recommended by the national office of
Sigma Xi.
She also said Eastern’s chapter chose
someone who would speak on a topic that
would interest many people.
Smith said members of Sigma Xi are pri-
marily faculty, industry and government offi-
cials involved in science and engineering, but
students are involved in the chapter also.
“We will be inducting 12 new faculty and
student members as part of the banquet cere-
mony and completing the signing of the orig-
inal charter which created our new chapter
last year,” Smith said.
Anyone who wants information about
Eastern’s chapter of the Sigma Xi society can
contact Smith through e- mail at
cfbes@eiu.edu.
“Membership is by invitation, but we are
looking for new members now,” she said.
Sigma Xi is an international honors society
for scientists. Smith said the goal of the soci-
ety is “to foster world wide scientific interac-
tion and to encourage appreciation and origi-
nal work in science.”
The deadline to make reservations for the
banquet is 3 p.m. today. Checks can be made
out to Sigma Xi, EIU Chapter, and delivered
to the geology and geography office in room
322 of the Physical Science building.
By Dan Ochwat
Activities editor
As part of the Women’s
History and Awareness Month,
an international panel of three
graduate students from Egypt,
Japan and Malaysia will discuss
their roles as women in their
home countries and the differ-
ences associated with living in
the United States.
The discussion will be held
at 7 p.m. today in the
Shelbyville Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The students will talk about
the adjustment in moving to a
different country and going to
school in a different culture,
said Linda Calendrillo, coordi-
nator of the Women’s Advocacy
Council.
The panel discussion will
feature Ghanem Eman from
Egypt, Otake Haruka from
Japan and Mohdramli Azlinda
from Malaysia. 
The speakers may talk about
the differences in their home
culture and the assumption of
women’s roles on what they
ought to be doing compared to
the life and women’s roles in
the United States, Calendrillo
said.
According to a press release,
the speakers may also talk
about coping and adapting to
the living changes in America,
and how it will affect them as
they move back to their home-
lands.
Calendrillo said members of
the audience can become,
“more familiar with other cul-
tures, it’s a diversity experience
and a full understanding of
women’s issues.”
A press release said audience
members are encouraged to ask
questions.
Admission is free and the
event is open to the public.
Renovations nearing completion
Mandy Marshall / Staff photographer
Internationally inclined
Joey Bruzzino, senior, social science major, types his History paper Tuesday afternoon in the International House.
Despite recent renovations to the International House, it is still a quiet place to get work done.
Five months later,
$250,000 project
almost finished
Sigma Xi to hold banquet, looking for members
Scientific research society to induct 12 Friday
Women’s
roles set
as topic
of panel
Three from Egypt,
Japan, Malaysia,
scheduled to speak
ATTENTION!  ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and chil-
dren with developmental disabili-
ties. FLEXIBLE scheduling for
EVENING, NIGHT, and WEEK-
END shifts. Paid training is pro-
vided. Apply at: CCAR Industries
825 18th St., Charleston, IL
61920. E.O.E.
________________________5/4
A$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
________________________5/4
Smith House, a 16-bed group
home in Charleston, is looking for
a supervisor to assist the
QMRP/Director with day to day
operations serving persons with
developmental disabilities. Hours
M-F noon-8 p.m. Strong possibili-
ty of advancing to the QMRP
position in May if the applicant has
degree and experience. Excellent
benefits. Apply by calling 345-
2922, or sending resume to
Administrator, 675 Castle Drive,
Charleston, IL 61920 EOE.
_______________________3/12
HOPE HOUSE AND THE ARCO-
LA CILA HAVE HOUSEKEEPING
POSITIONS AVAILABLE. WE
ALSO HAVE PARTIME WEEK-
END HOURS AND A WEEKEND
MI-8. MUST BE 18. APPLY AT
106 E. 2ND SOUTH ST., ARCO-
LA OR CALL 268-3732.
________________________3/4
ACCEPTING APPLICATION/
NOW HIRING: Responsible indi-
viduals to work in a residential
facility. Full and part time avail-
able. Flexible scheduling. 4, 6,
and 8 hour shifts.
STARTING SALARIES:
*CNAs/Habilitation Aides $7.00
*Programmers $6.30
*Activity Aide $6.30
*Cooks and cooks aides $6.30
*Shift supervisors to monitor
CNAs/Habilitation Aides day and
evening Shifts $7.20.
BENEFITS: (for full time) Life,
Health, Dental insurance, 401K
retirement program, paid vaca-
tions, sick days, plus more. Apply
at 738 18th St. Charleston, IL
EOE. NO EXPERIENCE NECES-
SARY!  PAID CERTIFICATION
TRAINING PROGRAM-EARN
WHILE YOU LEARN.
_______________________3/16
HELP WANTED!  Looking for
part-time help with Quark or
PageMaker experience. Also
have part-time positions open in
shipping and packaging. Call
345-9194.
________________________3/9
Volunteer Student Manager to
assist with practice organization.
If interested. Contact EIU football
office @ 581-5031.
________________________3/9
MONICAL'S PIZZA MANAGE-
MENT TRAINEE.
Seeking guest-oriented individu-
als to join our Assistant Manager
Trainee Program and be part of
successful, growing company.
Benefits include:
*Career path development
*Training program
*Advancement opportunities
*Profit Sharing
*Bonus Program
*Paid Vacation
*Medical and dental benefits
This is a long-term career oppor-
tunity for our MATTOON location
that may eventually require the
need to relocate. Send Resume
to: Monical Pizza Corporation
ATTN: Lisa Hudson 350 N. Kinzie
Ave. Bradley, IL 60915. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.
________________________3/9   
FREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations. Earn $3 -
$5 per Visa/MC app. We supply
all materials at no cost. Call for
info or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby
Boom Box. 1-800-932-0528 x65.
www.ocmconcepts.com
_______________________4/12
STUDENT HOUSES, 3-5 bed-
room, Avail. Aug. Ideal for girls,
good location, great condition,
laundry, No pets. 345-7286.
________________________5/4
Best Value! Furnished 2 br and 3
br , Near Campus, 10 mth. Lease.
$250 each for 2 and $200 each for
3. 348-0288.
________________________3/4
STUDENT APTS., 1,2 and 3 bed-
room, great location, nice apts,
good condition, reasonably
priced, off-street parking, some
with laundry, No Pets. 345-7286
________________________5/4
3 Bedroom house for rent.
Furnished, ample parking has
washer & dryer. 5 students.
$1200 per month.
_______________________3/10
3 Bedroom House, Brand new 2
bedroom/2 bathroom apt., 1 bed-
room apt. 348-5032.
________________________5/4
NICE 1 BDRM APT FOR 2 PER-
SONS. FURNISHED
$440/MONTH. 1 BLOCK NORTH
OF O'BRIEN FIELD. CALL
HOWARD. 348-7653.
________________________5/4
McArthur Manor apartments. 2
bedroom furnished. No pets. Call
345-2231.
________________________5/4
1, 2, 3, BEDROOM APTS. AVAIL-
ABLE. CALL OLDETOWNE. 345-
6533.
________________________5/4
Atrium 3 BR Apts. Only 3 Blocks
from Campus. Just a few left.
345-5022.
________________________5/4
ALL UTILITIES PAID!  1 BR Apts.
avail. FALL 99. NO PETS!  NO
PARTIES!  $385. 345-6759 Leave
Message.
________________________5/4
2 BR apartment. All utilities paid.
NO PETS!!  NO PARTIES!! 11 1/2
month lease. $470/month. 345-
6759. Leave a message.
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE NOW THRU JULY 31,
1999-BRAND NEW 3BR
DUPLEX. (RENTED FOR FALL
1999). Has all the amenities,
water/trash paid. $750/mo. 820
Lincoln Ave. 348-7746.
________________________5/4
Women Only-Rooms for Rent
1808 Ninth Street. Fully Furn.
Utilities incl. Opening for
Fall/Spring. $230 mo.
Intersession/Summer $175 mo.
House: 345-5705/Pat Novak
(603) 789-3772.
_______________________3/19
Furnished 4 bedroom, 1250
square feet, parking, laundry, low-
utilities, available Fall and Spring
'99/00. (Also available Summer
'99)  $205 per bedroom, 10 or 12
month lease, 6 blocks North of
Hardee's phone Dawn 345-8893.
________________________3/9
Large 3 bedroom furnished apart-
ment available for 99-00 school
year. Call 345-3664 after 4:00
p.m.
________________________3/5
5 Bedroom, 3 bath house w/
washer and dryer and central air.
4 Bedroom house, washer, dryer,
and dishwasher also available for
99-00. 1,2,3 bedroom apts. still
available. Call 345-5088.
________________________5/4
Nice, completely furnished apart-
ments for 3 or 4 people. Trash
pickup, off street parking, laundry
room, Available August 1. Call
349-8824
_______________________3/22
AVAILABLE FOR FALL '99. 1, 2,
& 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. GREAT LOCA-
TION. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
For 99-00. Large Apt. for group of
around 4. Close to campus. Nice.
Furnished. Rent includes utilities.
Call 345-4185 between 5:00 and
9:00p.m.
_______________________3/10
98-99 School year nice home for 5
girls 1 block from Old Main. Nice
home for 4 girls near Old Main.
348-8406.
________________________5/4
2 Br. Apts. for 2 tenants. 10 & 12
month leases. As low as $420
incl. CATV, water. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, 345-4489.
_______________________3/10
RENTAL SUPERMARKET. Apts.
for 1,2 or 3. Pick up our list at
1512 A Street, C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, broker.
_______________________3/10
Seeking well-organized, efficient,
good-student types for 3BR high
efficiency apt. $170 each for a
threesome. 345-4489, C21 Wood,
Jim Wood.
_______________________ 3/10
1 Bdrm Apartments. Lease and
security deposit required. No
Pets. Call 348-0392.
________________________3/9
One and two bedroom furnished
apartments, 10 month lease.
Trash and water included. 345-
5048.
_______________________3/12
On the square, large apartment
w/loft & sky light. 3 people $287
each, 4 people $215 each. Water,
trash, & heat paid. Call 348-7733.
________________________3/3
NOW SHOWING!  2 & 3 bedroom
apartments close to campus.
Best deals for fall. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS 345-3100 between 3-9
p.m.
_______________________3/12
3 bedroom house near campus.
Washer & dryer 345-6093.
________________________3/3
Nice house for Rent, near square
(and Bus Stop) 3 bedroom $750,
5 bedroom $1050. Call 345-2730
________________________3/5
Great House with fenced in yard.
4 Bedroom House for Rent to
females. Available for Summer
and Fall. Furnished and has
washer and dryer. 219 Jackson
$800. 348-5427.
_______________________3/12
ALL UTILITIES PAID. Three
Bedroom Apt. for 3 Girls. $275
each, includes water, electric, and
heat. Call 359-1685.
_______________________3/12
Available for Summer and Fall 99-
00 school year. Clean modern
Apartments & Homes, w/ some
utilities included. 1,2,3 & 4 Bed.
NOT ALL CLOSE TO EIU. NOT
PETS!!!!!  Call 345-4494 or 232-
0656 anytime.
________________________3/3   
ABOVE Z'S MUSIC (SQUARE),
LARGE, BEAUTIFUL, 1 & 2 BED-
ROOM APTS. FOR FALL 1999. 1
YR. LEASE. NO PETS. 345-
2616.
_______________________3/19
2 Bedroom apts. Fully furnished
across from Buzzard Building.
Just Call 348-0157 for appoint-
ment.
________________________5/4
Sublessor needed. Own bed-
room, one housemate. Next to
campus call 815-485-8710.
_______________________3/15
Sublessor needed for summer.
Own bedroom. Close to campus.
Call Megan 345-5040.
_______________________2/28
Sublessor needed May-July for 1
bedroom Apt. located on the
square. Fully furnished, big win-
dows, hard wood floors, all utilities
paid except phone. $375/month.
Call 345-6491.
_______________________3/12
Need 1 Sublessor for 3 bedroom,
2 bath remolded apartment.
Water and trash paid.
$240/month. Ask for Josh -
(847)490-1423.
________________________3/5
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SPECIAL OLYMPICS. Special Olympics Volunteers on Mar. 26,
1999 before 4:00p.m. in 1212 Buzzard Hall. Special Olympics volun-
teer forms are due Mar. 26, 1999. Forms are available in 1212
Buzzard Hall; Special Olympics is Friday, April 23, at O'Brien Field.
LASO. Weekly Meeting on 03-03-99 at 6:00p.m. in the Greenup
Room (Union).
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on 3-3-99 at 9:00p.m. at
The Newman Chapel. The Newman Chapel is on the corner of 9th
& Lincoln. Fellowship following.
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION. Meeting on 3/3/99 at 6:00p.m.
in the Paris Rm. We will be talking about some very important topics
so everyone please attend.
STUDENT SENATE. Student Senate Meeting on 3/3 at 7p.m. in the
Arcola-Tuscola Room in Union. Everyone is welcome.
THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT. Weekly
meeting on Wed., Mar. 3 at 7:30p.m. in 306 Coleman Hall. Tonight
we will watch a video on UFO sighting and follow with a discussion.
Everybody welcome.
PHI EPSILON MU. Meeting on 3/3/99 at 9:00p.m. in Main Lounge in
Pemberton. Bring $10.75 for t-shirts.
PSI CHI. Initiation ceremony on 3/3 at 6:00p.m. in 1895 Room of the
Union. All members must attend!
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY. Bible Study on Wed., Mar. 3 from noon-
1p.m. in the Panther Lair North. Come and join us as we study the
book of Revelations and the end times. All are welcome to come.
LSF-IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CENTER. Bible Study on Wed., Mar.
3 at 8:00p.m. in the Immanuel Lutheran Student Center. come
"Journey to the Cross" with us. Lots of fun, bring a friend.
Questions?  E-mail Cheryl at cuclw3@hotmail.com.
LSF-IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CENTER. Church on Wed., Mar. 3 at
7:00p.m. at the Immanuel Lutheran Church. Come hear a good
Lenten service tonight. Questions?  E-mail Cheryl at cuclw3@hot-
mail.com.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Bible Study & Praise on
Wed., Mar. 3 at 7:00p.m. at the Christian Campus House located
right behind Lawson Hall & everyone is welcome.
MTEA. Mock Interviews. The meeting has been changed from
Thurs. to tonight (Wed) at 6:00p.m. in the Effingham Rm, MLK Jr.
Union. Freddie Banks will be conducting the workshop.
ASTRONOMY CLUB. Spaceballs: The Movie on Wed., Mar. 3,
1999 at 8:00p.m. in Rm. 222 in the Physical Science Building. Free
Admission, Bring spare change for pop. All welcome!
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES. Bible Study on
Wed., Mar. 3, 1999 at 7:00p.m. at the University Union Effingham
Rm (2nd Floor). Come and be blessed.
CampusClips
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Sublessors needed. Large 2
Bedroom apt. close to campus,
May thru August. Call 348-0652
anytime.
_______________________3/12
3 roommates needed for 3 bdrm
apt. on 1st St. 3-month occupan-
cy (summer)  Call 348-8395.
________________________3/3
Female sublessor needed until
May 31, 1999. Nice large house
all the extras. Please call 345-
7356 or 345-5088 M  -  F 9-5 pm.
________________________3/4
AKC Chocolate lab puppies.
Ready 3/7/99. Now taking orders.
Also, stud service available. (217)
873-5173.
________________________3/3
Think Spring!  10 tans for $25.
Tropi Tan 618 W. Lincoln. 348-
8263. Gift Certificates Available.
_______________________3/12
Thanks to all the sororities who
competed in TKE Serve It Up.
Don't forget about the function
9:00 p.m. Wednesday at the Elks
Lodge.
_______________________3/3
ASA-Congratulations on taking
second at the TKE Serve IT up.
Hoe to see you all tonight at the
Elks Lodge. Your coaches, Howdy
& Jason a.k.a Goober.
________________________3/3
Tera Linn of ASA and Anthony
Hasson of Sigma Phi Epsilon~
Good Luck with your perfor-
mances with the EIU Dancers this
weekend!  We'll be cheering you
on. Love, the Alphas.
________________________3/3
Congratulations to Ryan
Anselman and Jen Bourg on get-
ting engaged at MGCA. We hope
you have a long and happy life
together. Pete & Boucek.
________________________3/3
Good job Kappa Delta on placing
2nd at the Excellence Expedition
this past weekend. Keep up the
good work.
________________________3/3
Congratulations to Jenny
Hokinson of Kappa Delta on being
appointed to the BGC,
Panhellenic, IFC representative
position for Greek Court Council.
________________________3/3
Congratulations to Jamie Tanner
of Kappa Delta on being lavaliered
to Patrick "Bubba" Koerner of
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
________________________3/3
Need papers typed?  Call Karyn
345-4211. Low prices.
________________________3/5
BIKES-BIKES-BIKES & MORE.
Large selection - low prices. Shop
and compare. OAKLEY'S 2601
Marshall, Mattoon. Open Tuesday
- Saturday.
_______________________3/31   
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Unusual coalition supports
tougher pollution standards
SPRINGFIELD – An unusual coalition of envi-
ronmentalists demanding cleaner air and lawmakers
seeking new markets for Illinois coal are supporting a
bill to require tougher pollution standards when aging
coal-fired power plants go up for sale. They see it as a
way of forcing plants to upgrade pollution controls so 
much that they can even use Illinois' high-polluting
coal. 
Feds give ComEd’s progress
with nukes tepid endorsement 
ROCKVILLE, Md. – ComEd executives gave a
progress report to federal regulators and received a
tepid endorsement of progress the utility has made in
safely operating its nuclear plants. 
“We've called for results,” Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Chairman Shirley Ann Jackson said. “It
would appear that at least we're beginning to see
them.”
Professor on trial in Army
recruitment center bombing
CHICAGO – Federal prosecutors say Professor
Jose Solis Jordan planted the bomb that destroyed a
government car on the snowy night of Dec. 10, 1992. 
The defense argues he's being framed by a shad-
owy figure out of the Puerto Rican independence
movement who became a paid informant. A federal
court jury will decide which is true. 
Treatment for back pain found
to be modestly helpful
CHICAGO – A back-pain treatment that shoots
painless electrical impulses into the back muscles
through fine needles similar to those used in acupunc-
ture brought patients modest relief and improved
movement in a new study. An expert not involved in
the work cautions that the patients were an unusual
group, and results may not be applicable to most peo-
ple with back problems. 
inbrief
world
CHICAGO (AP) – Several men freed
from Illinois’ death row are establishing
an organization they say will aid ex-con-
victs who faced execution and help pris-
oners they believe are innocent but still
face the death penalty. 
Rolando Cruz said Monday the group
will seek to provide former inmates with
a job, a place to stay, money for food,
counseling and other services they may
need to start their lives again. 
“I had nothing,’’ said Cruz, who was
on Death Row until three years ago for
the 1983 Jeanine Nicarico rape and mur-
der. 
“I had promises of a job, promises of
help, and all those promises were bro-
ken,’’ he said. “It took me a long time to
recover. We want to be here, now, for our
brothers and sisters who get out.’’
Joining Cruz in the organization are
Dennis Williams, Perry Cobb, Darby
Tillis and Dickey Gaines, all freed from
death row after new evidence found they
did not commit the crimes for which they
were convicted. 
Cruz has filed a multi-million dollar
federal civil rights lawsuit against
DuPage County for wrongful imprison-
ment. He says he will give a large part of
the money he may receive to the organi-
zation. 
Eleven people have been freed from
Illinois’ death row since Illinois reestab-
lished the death penalty in 1977. 
The plight of Anthony Porter,
released Feb. 5 after nearly 16 years on
Death Row, brought attention to the
problems faced by those newly freed
after wrongful convictions in capital
cases. 
Black Contractors United announced
Monday it has found an entry-level con-
struction job for Porter, which pays
$23.67 an hour. 
Porter also will get counseling,
according to spokesman Calvin Johnson. 
The group Cruz will head will operate
temporarily out of his home in the
Chicago suburb of Cicero. He said advi-
sors to the organization will include state
Rep. Coy Pugh, D-Chicago, who is
sponsoring legislation that would impose
a moratorium on executions in Illinois,
and Bill Ryan, head of the Death Penalty
Moratorium Campaign. 
Cruz said there are three death row
inmates the group plans to aid because of
the inmates’ perceived innocence;
Nathan Fields, convicted of a double
murder; Mario Flores, sentenced in a
gang slaying, and Aaron Patterson, con-
victed of a double murder. 
Group to aid those freed from death row
BEIJING (AP) – Secretary of State Madeleine Albright,
wrapping up her trip to China, said Tuesday that there is a
“good chance’’ the Clinton administration and Beijing will
make progress toward allowing China to join the World Trade
Organization after years of difficult negotiations. 
U.S. and Chinese officials are working to complete a WTO
deal in time for Premier Zhu Rongji’s visit to Washington in
April. U.S. 
Trade Representative Charlene Barshefsky is coming to
Beijing Wednesday with a new proposal that Chinese officials
requested from the United States, according to a senior
administration official. 
“There remains much work to be done, but a successful
outcome would be a giant step towards the integration of
China into the world economy,’’ Albright said at a news con-
ference ending her visit. “It would also help address U.S. con-
cerns about our mounting trade deficit with China and about
barriers to market access for U.S. firms.’’
The U.S.-China trade deficit hit a record $57 billion last
year, a major sticking point between the two nations. 
Joining the WTO would give China low-tariff access to
export markets and protect it from some sanctions. The
United States wants Beijing first to lower more of its tariffs
on goods and get rid of other trade barriers. Talks have
dragged on for about a dozen years. 
``As Ambassador Barshefsky comes here to discuss a new
proposal with the Chinese, there is a good chance that we can
move that process forward,’’ she said. 
U.S. officials wouldn’t reveal details of the new American
WTO proposal. But recent negotiations have involved setting
later target dates for Beijing to lower tariffs on certain goods
and target amounts, which may make it easier for China to
join now. 
Zhu is now more directly involved in details of WTO
negotiations, said one official, who spoke on condition of
anonymity. “It’s clear the government is interested in making
a very serious effort,’’ the official said. 
While pressing the trade issue, the administration also is
working to get China to improve its human rights record,
partly to improve the reception for any WTO deal in
Washington, where some members of Congress have been
highly critical of a Chinese crackdown on dissenters. 
Albright criticized China on human rights both publicly
and during each of her meetings during two days, including
with Zhu, Chinese President Jiang Zemin, Vice Premier Qian
Qichen and Foreign Minister Tang Jiaxuan, U.S. officials
said. 
She said the administration didn’t “come here with a pack-
age of things that had to be done,’’ but Albright and other U.S.
officials did make several suggestions. 
The administration urged China to stop detaining and jail-
ing Chinese who try to start democratic parties, to restart talks
with the exiled Tibetan spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, to
ratify two international human rights covenants, and to
release dissidents, especially several hundred still held for
their involvement in 1989 Tiananmen Square protests. 
Albright optimistic on deal
Secretary of State says there is ‘good chance’ China can join WTO
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BEAT THE CLOCK SPECIAL
348-5454
Starting at 4pm - LARGE 1 TOPPING PIZZA
for $400
Hurry though, the clock keeps ticking and the price gets higher 
by the minute.  So order early and get the best deal. 
Offer is good March 1st-March 7th.  No limit.  Starts at 4p.m. to 7p.m.  
If it’s after 7p.m. you didn’t call soon enough.  
1 LARGE 
1 topping Pizza
$699 +tax
After 7pm Special
2 LARGE 
1 topping Pizza’s
$1199 +tax
After 7pm Special
4 LARGE 
1 topping Pizza’s
$1999 +tax
After 7pm Special
P
H
I
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THE MEN OF PHI DELTA THETA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
1ST EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA
2ND SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
3RD KAPPA DELTA
THE FOLLOWING SORORITIES FOR PARTICIPATING:
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
ALPHA SIGMA TAU
AND THE LADIES OF DELTA ZETA AND ALPHA PHI
FOR THEIR DONATIONS
1ST MARDI GRAS BOWL
Rugby always a constant for player / coach
By David Pump
Staff writer
It doesn’t matter where men’s
club rugby player/coach Joe Blaser
has been, or where he is going
because there one thing that has been
constant – rugby.
Blaser, a graduate student, has
played the game ever since attending
high school in New York, and said he
plans on being active in the sport for
as long as he can be.
“It started in high school when I
saw a friend play,” he said. “I was
kind of intrigued by it and I started
going to clinics.
“I will definitely stay with
(rugby) and I will stay involved.”
The New York native then took
what he learned while in high school
to Oneonta-SUNY Science Center
where he played while receiving his
bachelors degree.
“I was a player / coach (at
Oneonta) and we won the state title
three times while I was there,” he
said. “The biggest individual honor
was winning the New York State
Most Valuable Player award in
1996.”
Blaser is currently in his second
season at Eastern and is academical-
ly preparing for med school next
year.
“I have family here, and it is a
good school that is preparing me for
med school in San Francisco,” he
said on why he chose Eastern. “My
brother-in-law is a teacher here, and
he and my sister have been here for
three or four years.”
When Blaser is on the field for
Eastern, he can be seen playing
either flanker or scrum half, both
positions he said he is comfortable
with.
Since he has been participating as
a member of the Hornets, the name
of Eastern’s club team, Blaser said
he has seen major improvements in
the way the players approach a con-
test.
“In the two years that I have been
here, the team has become much
more dedicated,” he said. “The team
is more prepared and focused, with
the emphasis being put on the com-
petition rather than on the social
aspect, as it was in the past.”
Blaser said that dedication was
seen last weekend, when the Hornets
had a strong showing in a 10-7 loss
against No. 3 ranked Indiana.
“Everyone has turned it on,” he
said. “It goes to show the caliber of
players we have here.”
“John Schroeder was the lone
scorer for us, but it was a total team
effort.”
And for all of the new members
of the team, or people that are watch-
ing rugby for the first time, Blaser
has a few words of advice for them.
“Patience; it takes a long time to
learn the game,” he said.
“There are very few rules, but a
lot of theory.”
and Andre the Giant.
Soap opera’s greatest moment
was Luke and Laura’s wedding.
The event was the most watched
daytime television event of all-
time. When Luke Spencer and
Laura Weber exchanged vows,
the whole country was watching.
Even Elizabeth Taylor made an
appearance on the show.
The most watched television
event in daytime history gives the
edge to soap operas in this cate-
gory.
The next category deals with
the people involved, actors on
both fronts. The wrestlers are
athletes, but how do they com-
pare in status among the average
person?
The biggest wrestling stars
currently are Stone Cold Steve
Austin, Goldberg, The Rock and
the legendary Hogan. 
Soap operas have Susan Lucci
as Erica Kane, Victor Newman
from Young and the Restless and
that dude Steffano from Days of
our Lives.
Lucci is mainly known for her
inability to win an Emmy, some-
thing like 40 years in a row now.
Hogan has announced that he is
running for president in the 2000
election. If Jesse “The Body/The
Mind” Ventura was good enough
to win the Governor spot in
Minnesota, he’s good enough to
win the category for the
wrestlers.
Stars from both soap operas
and wrestling jump from one
show to another, and this makes
it even more fun to watch.
Recently Paul Wight went to the
World Wrestling Federation,
while you see all kinds of people
on soaps that were elsewhere.
The final category is the reali-
ty of the show, and a typical sce-
nario. In wrestling, guys get hit
with chairs, slammed around and
thrown around the ring in gener-
al.
In soap operas, everyone is
rich, and nobody has a job, what
is up with that? And what is with
the scenarios?
Incurable diseases can only be
cured if the local mobster is
released from prison, alien
friends, everyone survives any
crisis that may occur and what is
with everyone talking to them-
selves on Days?
A typical wrestling scenario
contains the same sort of betray-
al, violence, surviving crises, but
they don’t talk to themselves.
I have to give the edge to
soaps on this one, people are rich
and it could happen that they are
all in the same town.
This makes it a tie between
the two, which brings us to the
tie-breaker: the Austin factor.
Stone Cold Steve Austin versus
Austin Reed of Days. The
Rattlesnake versus the ex-boxer.
We will have to put them in the
Hell in the Cell ... on a beach-
front property.
Stone Cold comes out and is
laughing at Reed as he then gets
bit with a barrage of jabs. Stone
Cold is hurt and Reed is going
for the kill, when he gets a foot
to the stomach, and ... THE
STUNNER, Reed is out, and
wrestling is king!!!!
(You really didn’t think I
would let soap operas win did
you?!!!)
And like the sands though the
hourglass of time ... that’s the
bottom line.
Schreiber
from Page 12
Graduate student brings experience to Eastern and knowledge to Eastern’s men’s club
Mandy Marshall / Staff photographer
Men’s rugby club player / coach Joe Blaser runs over a defender in practice. Blaser came to Eastern after coaching and playing at  Onoenta–SUNY Science Center,
where he lead the team to the state title three times.
Rained out
The Eastern baseball team’s
game Tuesday against St. Louis
University was rained out and has
not been rescheduled. The
Panthers’ play Friday at Southern
Mississippi.
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Scoreboard
Today
12:30 p.m. – Men’s/Women’s Tennis at
Chicago State 
Thursday
No events scheduled
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W       L      GB 
Orlando                     11        4            -
New York                       10         5             1
Miami                         9       5          1.5
Philadelphia                9        5         1.5
Boston             6    6       5
Washington          5     8        6
New Jersey                    3       11           7.5
Central Division 
Indiana                         10       4               –
Atlanta                        8       7           2.5
Detroit                          8        6               2
Milwaukee 7         5                 2
Cleveland                     5        7           3.5
Toronto                         4       9             5.5
Chicago                   4     10            6
Charlotte                 3       9         5.5
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Midwest Division 
W       L       GB 
Utah                          11       2  –
Minnesota          8    5      3
Houston                8      6      3.5
San Antonio                   6          8          5.5
Denver                5     10       7
Dallas                             5        10             7
Vancouver               4       9          7
Pacific Division  
Portland            9    3      –
Seattle                             9         4            .5
L.A. Lakers             10     6         2
Phoenix                     8      6           2
Golden State                6       7          3.5
Sacramento                 6       8            4
L.A. Clippers                0     12           9
*Late games not included
Tuesday’s Results
Indiana 88, Denver 81
Milwaukee 94, New Jersey 86
Washington 97, Atlanta 77
New York 65, Miami 62
*New York at Miami
*Golden State at Minnesota
*L.A. Clippers at Dallas
*Detroit at Chicago
*San Antonio at Houston
*Utah at Portland
*Sacrameno at Vancouver
Today’s Games
Indiana at Washington, 6 p.m.
Chicago at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Charlotte at Orlando, 6:30 p.m.
Golden St. at Milwaukee, 7:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Utah, 8 p.m.
Phoenix at L.A. Lakers, 9:30 p.m.
Portland at Sacramento, 9:30 p.m.
LEADERS
Scoring  
PTS          AVG 
Iverson,  Phil. 408            29.1 
O’Neal,  LAL                396            26.4 
Payton,  Sea. 313            24.1 
Abdur-Rahim,  Van. 308            23.7 
Malone,  Utah             305            23.5 
Hill,  Det. 311            22.2 
Webber,  Sac. 296             21.1 
Walker,  Bos. 251             20.9 
Van  Horn,  N.J. 271            20.8 
Mourning,  Mia. 267             20.5 
Kemp,  Clev. 246             20.5 
McDyess,  Den. 287             20.5 
Pierce,  Bos. 244             20.3 
Richmond,  Wash. 234               19.5 
Garnett,  Minn. 252              19.4 
Kukoc,  Chi. 269             19.2 
Duncan,  S.A. 264             18.9 
Hardaway,  Mia. 226              18.8 
Marbury,  Minn. 244             18.8 
Bryant,  LAL               300             18.8 
FG Percentage 
FG     FGA     PCT 
Harrington,  Hou. 75      130      .577 
O’Neal,  LAL          155      275      .564 
Reid,  Char. 66      122       .541 
Hornacek, Utah       54     100       .540 
Longley,  Phoe. 52      97        .536 
Olajuwon,  Hou. 95     179       .531 
Taylor,  LAC               71     135        .526 
Curry,  Mil. 51       98       .520 
Wallace,  Port. 60     117       .513 
Smits,  Ind. 83     163       .509 
Rebounds
TOT        AVG 
Webber,  Sac. 190         13.6 
Duncan,  S.A. 175         12.5 
Williams,  N.J. 149          11.5 
Grant,  Port. 135          11.3 
Garnett,  Minn. 141         10.8 
Coleman,  Char. 128         10.7 
O’Neal,  LAL                  160         10.7 
McDyess,  Den. 149         10.6 
Mourning,  Mia. 136         10.5 
Willis,  Tor. 125         10.4 
Divac,  Sac. 145         10.4 
Assists 
AST  AVG 
Kidd,  Phoe. 163          11.6 
Marbury, Minn. 128    9.8 
Strickland, Wash. 113         9.4 
Payton, Sea. 111         8.5 
Jackson,  Ind. 110            8.5 
Stockton,  Utah             101           7.8 
Bibby,  Van. 99             7.6 
Van  Exel,  Den. 104              7.4 
Stoudamire,  Port. 89              7.4 
Hardaway,  Mia. 87          7.3
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Northeast Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Ottawa             76     174     130
Toronto     73  194  176 
Buffalo     68  163  132 
Boston     62  157  142 
Montreal    58  148  159 
Atlantic Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
New  Jersey     74     181   153
Philadelphia     73    188   141 
Pittsburgh       71    187   163
N.Y. Rangers     57      169    170
N.Y. Islanders      45        145     187
Southeast Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Carolina               66       160      154 
Florida     60  153  159 
Washington   55  161  161
Tampa  Bay      31     125    219
WESTERN CONFERENCE       
Central Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Detroit     68  183  158 
St. Louis       60    165    151 
Nashville        48    141     93 
Chicago           42     136     196 
Northwest Division 
Pts  GF  GA 
Colorado    68  166  151
Edmonton     55   168   159
Calgary      52   156  176
Vancouver    47  148  189 
Pacific Division 
Pts  GF   GA 
Dallas            85   171      116 
Phoenix       70  151    139
Anaheim         63   164     150 
San  Jose          56     137      145
Los  Angeles           51       140          162 
Tuesday’s Results
Boston 3, Phoenix 2
Montreal 4, Philadelphia 1
Washington 8, Tampa Bay 2
Ottawa 4, NY Islanders 2
*Dallas at NY Rangers
*St. Louis at Nashville
Today’s Games
Edmonton at Buffalo, 6 p.m.
Boston at Carolina, 6 p.m.
New Jersey at Toronto, 6:30 p.m.
Montreal at Pittsburgh, 6:30 p.m.
Colorado at Florida, 6:30 p.m.
San Jose at Vancouver, 9 p.m.
Los Angeles at Anaheim, 9:30 p.m.
LEADERS
G         A          Pts
LeClair,  Phi             38         41            79   
Lindros, Phi           36       50          86  
Selanne,  Ana           34         45              79  
Naslund, Van  31  20   51
Fleury,  Cal-Col        31         39             70  
Robitaille,  LA    31    28      59  
Straka,  Pit     29   34     63  
Amonte, Chi       29    23       52
Graves, NYR    29   11     40
Yashin,  Ott           29      38         67  
Sakic,  Col                 29        36            65  
Jagr, Pit          28    62      90
Mirolsav, Buf             28        21             49
Kariya,  Ana             27        51            78  
Bondra, Was           27        20            47
Demitra,  S              27        36           63  
McEachern, Ott       27          20             47
Hull, Dal                 26        21          47
Khristich,  Bos          26         34            60  
Primeau, Car           26         24            50
Men’s Basketball
Tuesday’s Results
MD Estrn Shore 90, Delaware St. 75
Fresno State 80, Colorado St. 59
BYU 90, TCU 74
Women’s Basketball
Tuesday’s Results
MD Estrn Shore 48, Delaware St. 46
Kansas State 55, Colorado 51
Nebraska 82, Texas A&M 71
Oral Roberts 57, Youngstown State 52
Wrestling
National Wrestling Coaches
Association Wrestling Poll
Team                       Pts    Last Rnk
1. Okla. St (23-0)           275 1
2. Minnesota (18-2)       264 2
3. Iowa (13-4) 244 4
4. Nebraksa (17-4)        240 3
5. Okla. (17-5-1)            288 5
6. Illinois (13-2) 224 6
7. Iowa St (20-5-1)        215 7
8. C Mich (14-5-1)        198 8
9. Michigan (11-4)        187 9
10. Penn St (12-5)        175 10
11.Cal St.Bkrsfld (14-5-1)       165 11
12.Arizona St (10-8-1)      146 12
13. Penn (10-0-2)         137 14
14. Purdue (15-6-1)      125 12
Cornell (13-2-1)      125 15
16. Oregon St (13-8)      99 16
17. Lehigh (9-5) 96 18
18. Northwestern (5-9)   78 19
19. Rider (12-3) 75 20
20.West Virginia (7-4)    50 17
21. Mich St (6-10-1)        47 23
22.Edinboro(10-3-1) 45  NR
23. Pit (11-4-1)               36 22
24.Boise St (10-6)  29     NR
N. Carolina (10-5)       29 21
INTERMAT DIVISION I POLL
INDIVIDUAL RANKINGS
125
1. Stephen Abas (Fresno State)
2. Jeremy Hunter (Penn State)
3.Teague Moore (Oklahoma State)
4. Shane Valdez (Oklahoma)
5. Paul Gomez (Nebraska)
6. Chuckie Conner (North Carolina)
7. Matt Azebedo (Arizona State)
8. Moses Delfin (CS Bakersfield)
9. Matt Roth (Virginia)
10. Chris Viola (Michigan)
133
1. Eric Guerrero (Oklahoma State)
2. Eric Juergens (Iowa)
3. Cody Sanderson (Iowa State)
4. Eric Larkin (Arizona State)
5. Pat McNamara (Michigan State)
6. Joe Warren (Michigan)
7. Eric Keller (Northern Iowa)
8. Jay Vesperman (Central Michigan)
9. Stan Greene (Fresno State)
10. Roman Flezar (Hofstra)
141
1. Mark Angle (Clarion)
2. Chris Marshall (Central Michigan)
3. Doug Schwab (Iowa)
4. Michael Lightner (Oklahoma)
5. Damion Logan (Michigan)
6. Carl Perry (Illinois)
7. Dustin DeNunzio (Harvard)
8. Scott Schatzman (Northwestern)
9.Whitey Chlebove (West Virginia)
10. Joey Coughran (CS Fullerton)
149
1.T.J.Williams (Iowa)
2. Reggie Wright (Oklahoma State)
3. Oscar Wood (Oregon State)
4. Brett Matter (Penn)
5. JohnMarc Bentley (North Carolina)
6.Troy Marr (Minnesota0
7. Ryan Bernholz (Lehigh)
8.Tony Davis (Northern Iowa)
9. Joe Henson (Nebraska)
10. Cole Sanderson (Iowa State)
157
1. Chad Kraft (Minnesota)
2. Casey Cunningham (C Michigan)
3. Clint Musser (Penn State)
4. Larry Quisel (Boise State)
5. Jimmy Arias (Oklahoma State)
6.Willie Wineberg (Purdue)
7. Brian Snyder (Nebraska)
8. David Maldonado (Iowa State)
9. Chris Ayres (Lehigh)
10. Jamie Heidt (Iowa)
165
1. Joe Heskett (Iowa State)
2. Kirk White (Boise State)
3. Don Pritzlaff (Wisconsin)
4. Rod Jones (Oklahoma)
5. Josh Holiday (Minnesota)
6. Rangi Smart (BYU)
7. Joey Killar (Harvard)
8. Mark Samples (Edinboro)
9. Sean Morgan (Oregon)
10. Steve Blackford (Arizona State)
174
1. Mark Smith (Oklahoma State)
2. Otto Olson (MIchigan)
3. David Wells (CAl Poly-SLO)
4. Kole Clausen (Wisconsin)
5. Glenn Pritzlaff (Penn State)
6. Gabe McMahan (Iowa)
7. Mark Bybee (Northwestern)
8. Leo Giel (Rider)
9. Josh Koscheck (Edinboro)
10. Nick Mengerink (Pittsburgh)
184
1. Cael Sanderson (Iowa State)
2. Brandon Eggum (Minnesota)
3.Vertus Jones (West Virginia)
4. John Van Doren (Lehigh)
5. Casey Strand (Arizona State)
6. Mark Munoz (Oklahoma State)
7. Brad Vering (Nebraska)
8. Russell Jones (Hofstra)
9. Greg Gingeleskie (Navy)
10. Mike Greenfield (Central Michigan)
197
1.Tim Hartung (Minnesota)
2. Lee Fullhart (Iowa)
3. Andrei Rodzianko (Pennslyvania)
4. Zach Thompson (Iowa State)
5. Chris Vike (Central Michigan)
6. Sam Neider (Northwestern)
7.Tony Wieland (Northern Iowa)
8. Nick Muzashvilli (Michigan State0
9. Chael Sonnen (Oregon)
10. Pat Quirk (Illinois)
HWT.
1. Stephen Neal (CS Bakersfield)
2. Brock Lesnar (Minnesota)
3.Wes Hand (Iowa)
4. Leslie Apedoe (VMI)
5. Matt Orndorff (Oregon State)
6. Karl Roesler (Illinois)
7. J.R. Plienis (Nebraska)
8. John Henry Ward (Oklahoma)
9. Mike Russow (Eastern Illinois)
10. David Pierce (Purdue)
BASEBALL 
Anaheim Angels – Agreed to terms
with pitchers Mike Holtz and Ramon
Ortiz on one-year contracts;
announced that pitcher Pep Harris’
one-year contract includes a club
option for 2000.
Cincinnati Reds – Agreed to terms with
outfielder Alejandro Quezada on a
minor league contract.
Cleveland Indians – Signed catcher
Einar Diaz, infielder Jolbert Cabrera
and first baseman-outfielder Richie
Sexson to one-year contracts.
Colorado Rockies – Agreed to terms
on a four-year contract with first base-
man Todd Helton.
Florida Marlins – Signed pitchers Brian
Meadows and Michael Tejera, infielder
Dave Berg and outfielder Pat Watkins
to one-year contracts.
Milwaukee Brewers – Agreed to one-
year contracts with pitchers Chad Fox,
Steve Woodard and Valerio De Los
Santos and infielder Lou Collier.
Montreal Expos – Signed first base-
man Brad Fullmer and pitchers Mike
Johnson, Carl Pavano and Anthony
Telford to one-year contracts.
New York Mets – Signed infielder Matt
Franco and pitchers Octavio Dotel and
Rigo Beltran to one-year contracts.
New York Yankees – Renewed the con-
tract of catcher Jorge Posada; agreed
to terms with the following players on
one-year contracts: pitchers Luis
DeLosSantos, Mike Jerzembeck, Ryan
Bradley and Mike Buddy, shortstop
D’Angelo Jimenez and outfielder Ricky
Ledee.
BASKETBALL 
Houston Rockets – Placed forward-
center Antoine Carr on the injured list
with a sprained right knee; activated
guard-forward Rodrick Rhodes from
the injured list.
Los Angeles Clippers – Placed center
Stojko Vrankovic on the injured list with
bask spasms; activated guard Charles
Smith from the injured list.
Phoenix Suns – Activated guards
Gerald Brown and Toby Bailey from the
injured list; placed guard-forward
Marko Milic on the injured list with ten-
dinitis in his right knee; waived guard
Shawn Respert.
San Antonio Spurs – Activated center
Will Perdue from the injured list; placed
forward Gerald King on the injured list
with cervical spasms.
EIU CALENDAR
$1.50 16.oz
Lite Bottles
Spring Break
Countdown    
continues
Register for
$500
Grand Prize
Wednesday at
$1.50 16 oz. Lite Bottles
$1.50 Vodka & Rum Mixers
$3.50 Pitchers
Lad
ies
Ni
te
tonit
e!
DJ Jonny 6 Pak playing 80’s & 90’s 
Open Mic Night
*Where the best in local talent 
showcase their stuff*
at Friends
&Co*Free Admissi
on
*Live Music
*Drink Specials
SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIENDS!
Place a
BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO & MESSAGE
in the
Daily Eastern
News!
(Deadline:  2 Business
Days Before Ad is to Run.)
Bubble teams 
can’t have repeat 
of last year
NEW YORK (AP) – The
20th Big East tournament will
have a hard time matching the
upsets and thrills of last year’s
and those coaches whose teams
are still uncertain about their
postseason future can’t afford a
repeat. 
Last year’s opening-round
quintupleheader saw the 11th,
12th and 13th seeds all win. If
that happens Wednesday at
Madison Square Garden, teams
like Syracuse, Providence and
Rutgers can say goodbye to their
NCAA tournament hopes. 
Those teams need a win, and in
Rutgers’ case maybe two, to
secure a spot in the NCAA’s field
of 64 along with certain locks
Connecticut (25-2), Miami (21-
5) and St. John’s (23-7), the top
three seeds who have byes into
Thursday’s quarterfinals. 
Kevin Bannon was in his first
season at Rutgers when the 12th-
seeded Scarlet Knights knocked
off fifth-seeded West Virginia in
last year’s opening round and fol-
lowed that with a quarterfinal
win over Georgetown before los-
ing to Connecticut in the semifi-
nals. This year, the Scarlet
Knights (17-11) are the sixth
seed and enter Wednesday’s fifth
and final game against 11th-seed-
ed Pittsburgh (14-15) on a four-
game losing streak. 
“The only thing we’re con-
cerned with now is getting back
to playing good basketball and
getting a much-needed win over
Pitt,’’ Bannon said. 
IOC official 
contests Mitchell
report finding
LONDON (AP) – A senior
IOC official Tuesday disputed a
U.S. ethics panel’s contention
that the international committee
fostered a “culture of improper
gift giving’’ that led to corruption
in the Olympic bid process. 
The U.S. Olympic Committee
panel, headed by former Senate
Majority Leader George
Mitchell, leveled most of the
blame for the Salt Lake City
vote-buying scandal on the IOC. 
But Kevan Gosper, an IOC
executive board member from
Australia, said Mitchell’s report
failed to acknowledge that since
1987 the committee has had
rules on gifts, travel and other
items related to the bid process. 
“It’s quite unacceptable to say
that the IOC has created an envi-
ronment which has enabled gift
giving and rewards to run out of
control,’’ Gosper said in a tele-
phone interview from
Melbourne. 
Pete Rose pulls
for son in
Dodgertown
VERO BEACH, Fla. (AP) –
Pete Rose kept a low profile, sit-
ting quietly in the stands at
Dodgertown watching his son
play in an intrasquad game. He
hopes to be watching Pete Jr.
playing in Los Angeles one of
these days. 
And Pete Jr. says it’s going to
happen, later if not sooner. “I
think I’ve got what it takes,’’ Pete
Jr. said Tuesday. “I plan on mak-
ing the team. I don’t plan on
playing in (Triple-A)
Albuquerque.’’
And if manager Davey
Johnson send him down? 
“I’ll bust my tail,’’ Pete Jr.
said. “I’m going to be in LA at
some time. I’m a guy who’s got
some pop. Left-handed pop
looks to be a little scarce around
here. I think Davey Johnson likes
tough guys. I come to play.’’
The elder Rose, the career hits
leader who agreed to lifetime ban
for gambling, called Dodgers
general manager Kevin Malone
during the winter to request a
favor. 
“Pete asked me to give his
son a chance,’’ Malone recalled.
“I’ve known both of them for
years. They both have huge
hearts. I figured it was a win-win
situation. I told Pete it would be
tough for (Junior) to make the
team. 
inbrief
national
sports
Coming Thursday:
The DEN’s Spring Sports Guide
NBA
NHL
COLLEGE
TRANSACTIONS
The time has come to settle an age-old question that has plaguedmankind for centuries now. Well, ithasn’t really been that long, and it is
not really that big of a problem. Hell, I don’t
even think that mankind knows that there is a
debate on the subject. But to cure mine and
some readers’, sleepless nights I aim to discov-
er which is better: professional wrestling or
daytime soap operas.
Charleston is a boring town, so to get away
students use these two types of programming
to escape the everyday life put on us. Whether
you travel to Port Charles, New York or a steel
cage match, you follow these programs like a
ritual.
Some of you may think that comparing the
two is like comparing apples and oranges, but
they are more similar than you think. They
involve complex, often unrealistic, storylines
that their viewers get into heavily.
To compare the two, and reach a winner,
there has to be
many different
aspects that have
to be examined.
I may not cover
all the specifics
of the two, since
I am not a true
expert on the
two. I have
watched General
Hospital for over
two years now, and wrestling for about the
same time. I also got some help from my
friends on the soap opera side of things.
The first category is that of actual television
watching. There are many components to this
category. Convenience is a definite factor to
these programs since they need you to watch.
Wrestling is basically a Monday night pro-
gram. The conflict there is that there are two
different wrestling programs going on at the
same time. Also, when football is in season,
there are further conflicts.
Soap operas are on during the day, every-
day. This provides a serious conflict to the stu-
dent that has class during that time of their
soap. I know I have class, or at least supposed
to have class, during General and it upsets me
I have to miss it everyday.
Another component of the television cate-
gory is when they are at their best. Wrestling
puts on its best programs during their pay-per-
view events, while soap operas use the sweeps
months of May and November to put on their
best stuff.
Soap operas usually also reserve Monday
and Friday for their best shows of the week.
Shelling out $30 on a pay-per-view sucks, so it
is easier to watch the soaps best shows.
The final component of the television cate-
gory is the boozing factor. Plain and simple,
which is better programming to get sloshed to?
Soaps are during the day, and unless you
are a functional alcoholic, I wish I was, you
can’t drink during the day. 
Wrestling is a night-based program, and is
on good days at that. On Monday night, you
can drink during wrestling, then go to $1 you
call it at the local tavern.
There is also some wrestling on Thursday
night, and after that is over, you can catch a
taxi over to another watering hole.
Due to the overwhelming favorable booz-
ing factor, and the convenience of watching,
wrestling takes the television aspect of the bat-
tle.
The next category that we must examine is
the greatest moment in the contenders’ history.
These are obvious choices for the two.
Wrestling’s greatest moment came in the form
of Wrestlemania III. The event set the indoor
record for attendance for a sporting event. This
was the historic match between Hulk Hogan
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Hell in the cell ... on beachfront property
Todd Schreiber
Staff writer
email: cutrs@pen.eiu.edu
Tennis teams head north
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
Today the men’s and
women’s tennis teams travel
north where they will face a
traditionally weak Chicago
State squad.
On the men’s side, Eastern
coach Marla Reid said
Chicago State has been grow-
ing stronger and certainly
won’t be an easy meet for the
Panthers, especially with a
strong middle lineup.
“We came from a tough
weekend and we’re hitting the
ball better,” Reid said. “We’re
getting our rhythm back.”
Chicago State is more expe-
rienced than last year, but
senior Sargy Letuchy believes
the Panthers still have a slight
advantage.
“They definitely aren’t bet-
ter, but they’re not too far
behind either,” Letuchy said.
“But we can’t just show up
and expect to win.”
Despite the non-conference
season, many of the players
look to gain experience from
these early matches.
“This match gives us expe-
rience and more practice for
our conference games,” fresh-
man Chris Huse said.
Huse is also looking for-
ward to traveling to Chicago
State after gaining momentum
from a win against St. Louis
last weekend.
“We have to go out and
win,” Letuchy said. “Their
lineup has talent, but that
doesn’t mean anything when
it’s time to play.”
An expected win for both
men’s and women’s teams lead
the Panthers into the meet with
confidence. The women
haven’t seen any competition
since the Austin Peay Dual
Matches a month ago and they
are anxiously awaiting a win.  
“We’re going to have to
step up and be prepared,” Reid
said. “Chicago State has good
athletes and good competi-
tors.”
The women are more con-
sistent than Chicago State and
are mentally preparing better
for their upcoming competi-
tion. Reid feels the determina-
tion is definitely there and
with the additional talent of
Australian transfer Linda
Stakic, the team looks to be in
good shape for today’s meet.
“I’m hoping to go into
every match positively and
win as many matches as I can,”
Stakic said. “I was nervous
going into the first game
against Austin Peay, but it was
a good experience.”
Reid is hoping that today’s
matches will lead the team
into a good start of the non-
conference season. 
“We had a good weekend at
Austin Peay and we’re going
into spring break with four
competitions for the women
and five for the men.”
The non-conference season
for the Panthers will warm the
team up for the tough confer-
ence season in April. Reid said
that the four seniors – Jill
Cochran, Brad Cook, Adeline
Khaw, and Sargy Letuchy –
have an encouraging outlook
for the start of the season as
well.  
Men and women travel to Chicago St. for non-conference match
File Photo
Senior tennis player Adeline Khaw works on her return in practice. The men’s and women’s teams are heading to Chicago St  for matches tonight.
The men are trying to rebound from a 1-2 weekend.
Rugby
coach
named
By Matt Wilson
Staff writer
Eastern women’s rugby team, the
first women’s intercollegiate team, is
no longer without the services of a
head coach.
Frank Graziano former director of
Collegiate Development with USA
Rugby was named as the replacement
of Scott Crawford, who resigned as
coach at the end of last season. 
“He is committed and has done a
lot for rugby nationally,” Associate
Director of Athletics Debra Polca said.
“He also seems very interested in the
situation we have here.”
Eastern is not the only school
Graziano has coached at, he began his
coaching duties at his almamater,
Clemson University. 
At Clemson, he was the coach of
both the men and women’s club teams,
and he guided the men’s team to the
“Sweet 16” twice and the women’s
team to a 21-4 record and a league title
in their first year.
Besides being at Clemson from
1992-97, he was also the president of
Mitre Residentials, Inc.(a custom
home building business) from 1982-
96.
Some of Graziano’s duties as the
Director of Collegiate Development
with USA Rugby was promoting
women’s rugby with the NCAA,
assisting with coaching duties for the
women’s national U-23 team and cre-
ating prototype conferences for colle-
giate club programs.
Because he has a great knowledge
and respect around the rugby world,
Polca said Graziano would also help
out in terms of recruiting.
“He has commitment to build a pro-
gram and has contacts around the
rugby world,” Polca said. “We found
out there was 17 high school rugby
programs for women in the US and
about 300 in Canada so there are ath-
letes out there at the high school level.
He also has a willingness to contact
high school athletes.”
See SCHREIBER Page 10
